EIT (European Institute of Technology)

- An independent body of the European Union set up in 2008 to spur innovation and entrepreneurship across Europe
- Brings together leading higher education institutions, research labs and companies to form dynamic cross-border partnerships – Knowledge and Innovation Communities (KIC)

EIT Digital ➔ One of the KICs
Develops innovative products and services, start new companies, and train a new generation of entrepreneurs … for ICT
Standard tracks @ DISI - UniTrento

• Master Courses offered @ DISI (Department of Information Engineering and Computer Science):
  • Computer Science
  • Information and Communications Engineering
  • Human-Computer Interaction
  • Quantitative and Computational Biology

• EIT Digital Master School is currently implemented at UniTrento within
  • the Master Course in Computer Science
  • the Master Course Information and Communications Engineering
EIT Digital MS @ UniTrento

• UniTrento is currently offering the following technical majors as entry/exit points:

• **Entry Points**
  • Security and Privacy (S&P)
  • Software and Service Architectures (SSA)
  • Digital Media Technology (DMT)
  • Internet Technology and Architecture (ITA)

• **Exit Points**
  • Security and Privacy (S&P)
  • Software and Service Architectures (SSA, before SDE)
  • Digital Media Technology (DMT)
  • Internet Technology and Architecture (ITA)
  • Embedded Systems (ES)
  • Human Computer Interaction and Design (HCID)
ICT Innovation track @ DISI - UniTrento

• All EIT Digital MS technical majors at UniTrento are implemented as follows:
  • Security and Privacy (S&P), Software and Service Architectures (SSA), Embedded Systems (ES) and Human Computer Interaction and Design (HCID) technical majors are based on the Master Degree in Computer Science
  • Digital Media Technology (DMT) and Internet Technology and Architecture (ITA) technical majors are based on the Master Degree in Information and Communications Engineering
I&E Minor Implementation @ UniTrento

Entry Year (24 ECTS)
• Innovation & Entrepreneurship Basic 6 ECTS, Milena Stoycheva;
• ICT Innovation course: innovation-oriented course 9 ECTS (including summer school) Fabio Massacci;
• BDL Business Development Lab 9 ECTS Vittorino Filippas

Exit Year (6 + 30 ECTS)
• I&E Studies, Maurizio Marchese, Milena Stoycheva
• Final Degree Project (Internship + Thesis)
Local Recruitment

• The local recruitment is an extension of the standard admission process that allows students to be selected for entering the EIT Digital MS local programme (ICT Innovation track at UniTrento) and then apply to become part of the general programme.

• All students will need to fulfil the EIT Digital MS general requirements starting from the first year.

• This process allows students, who have not been able to meet the standard call deadlines, to enter the programme locally and being evaluated from the EIT Digital MS during their first semester of studies.
EIT Digital Master School Kick-OFFf

• All EIT Digital Master School students studying in one of our European partner universities, gather in Helsinki for a three-day event with introduction and deepdive in innovation and entrepreneurship.

• All costs are covered by EIT Digital Consortium

• Next Kick-Off:
  • Helsinki, October 19, 20, and 21
Summer Schools for EIT students 4 ECTS

• All EIT Digital Master School students during the Summer between the first and the second year are required to participate to a two-weeks summer school offered and supported by EIT Digital
• Themes are differentiated
• All costs are covered by EIT Digital Consortium
• You will be able to apply for the Summer School you are interested next January/February 2018

• Last Summer School in Trento: Cybersecurity and Privacy
  Trento, 1-15 July 2017
UniTrento administrative offices in Povo
The **EIT Office** will support you in

- Getting in contact with the local Technical Major Coordinators in order to discuss and finalize your study plan;
- Getting in touch with the EIT Digital Master School Office (MSO) to provide them with your student and/or scholarship agreement;
- Getting in touch with the EIT Digital Master School Office to provide them with your intermediate transcripts and/or any other document needed for the payment of your scholarship;
The **EIT Office** will support you in

- Getting in touch with the EIT Digital Master School Office in order to provide you with your health insurance documentation if needed;
- Getting in touch with the EIT Digital Master School Office to provide them with your final transcript of records needed for the graduation procedure and/or the EIT Label certification;
- Getting in touch with the EIT Digital Master School Office in case of any other issues;
- Issues statement/certifications concerning your EIT Digital Master School student’s status at the University of Trento.
The International Activities Staff (Mobility Office) will support you in

- Provide you with information and deadlines for your study plan submission;
- Give support for all the procedures concerning the academic career at University of Trento (such as enrollment, registration’s renewal, degree procedure);
- Issue statement and certifications concerning your career at the University of Trento
The **Welcome Office** will support you in

- Booking an accommodation at Opera Universitaria, shorten or lengthen the contract according to your studies;
- Applying for a student stay permit (for Non-EU students);
- The recognition process of your university degree (for admission purposes).
Grading System at UniTrento
Exams and grading system

• 1 CFU at UniTrento = 1 ECTS

• Courses at UniTrento usually correspond to 6, 9 and sometimes 12 ECTS

• Marks are given from 0 to 30, plus Honour

• Marks < 18 → exam/project failed 😞
• Marks ≥ 18 → exam/project passed 😊
Student’s career online:
ESSE3 system
• Login on **Esse3 system** with your UniTrento account, you will be able to:
  
  • Register for an exam
  • Check your study plan
  • Download useful documents such as enrolment certificate and transcript of records (for the official stamped and signed version please refer to the Staff for International Activities (Mobility Office))
  • Register for a degree session
Scholarships
Scholarships offered by UniTrento

• Students who did not receive a scholarship from EIT Digital will be able to apply for a UniTrento scholarship for their second year abroad: UniTrento will offer € 4,000 scholarship to support good EIT Digital Trento students who are not sufficiently covered by EIT Digital scholarships.

• Further details on this regard will follow soon.
Other Services at UniTrento
CLA (University Linguistic Centre)

• If you wish to attend an Italian Language Course (one course for free each level) please refer to the University Linguistic Centre (CLA) directly.
• CLA organizes specific enrolment days, therefore you should pay attention to CLA enrollment deadlines (on the website).
• For further information visit the CLA website http://www.unitn.it/cla
Psychological Counselling

• The Psychological counseling service is a place of listening and support for students offered by University of Trento and University Guild. It aims at supporting them in case of any psychological difficulties during their stay in Trento.

• Interested students may take part both in seminars or working teams (students may suggest ideas, plan activities concerning issues of the young, such as human relations and university life) and individual meetings with a psychologist.

• For details and contacts click on the following link.
UNI.Sport Services

• UNI.Sport is the university network of services and sports facilities in Trento and its province dedicated to university students and employees of the university and of the local research centers.

• Courses are promoted twice a year, in spring and autumn, and usually have a duration of four months.

• For further information and details visit the UNI.Sport website: http://www.unisport.tn.it/en
Tutoring service

• The Tutoring Service at University of Trento has been established to provide more comprehensive and personalized assistance to incoming international students with regard to general UniTrento and Trento life. The service provides support during the important phases of pre-arrival, arrival and post-arrival to the University of Trento.

• For any practical question you might have, don’t hesitate to contact your Welcome Tutor writing to tutor.welcome@unitn.it
Useful Information
Health Issues

• EIT Digital students are covered by a Health Insurance centrally provided by the Master School Office.
• It covers emergencies and all unexpected illnesses.

• For the regular medical assistance EIT Digital students will need to apply for the National Health Service.

• NB: emergency number in Trento is 112
Public transportation in Trento

• You can find buses/coaches schedule and details on the following page:
  http://www.ttesercizio.it/?l=en

• Train tickets and schedule can be found at:
  http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en
Contact:
Elena Bortolotti – MS Manager
eitmaster@unitn.it